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Company Profile
For more than 35 years CSD Talevi has offered companies specialized services for
import / export and international handling of goods.
CSD Talevi has been a professional partner at the service of the internationalization
processes of companies. We were born in 1982 as a Customs Agency established
and operating at the port of Ancona.
Our company’s mission is to provide a service of extreme quality, highly specialized
with the ability to guarantee good results of every shipping and customs practice, for
every kind of goods and load.
In all these years of activity we have acquired a vast and deep experience in every
operational phase of import / export shipment and customs clearance. Our Staff,

which employs three highly specialized customs agents (also known as
"Doganalisti") and a network of correspondents all over the world, guarantees
widespread operation and impeccable logistics for all types of goods: dangerous,
perishable, works of art or live animals, only to mention the most peculiar ones.
We have been present since 1982 at the Port of Ancona, since 1993 at the AnconaFalconara Airport as the sole operational freight forwarding office, from 2013 at the
Marche-Monsano freight terminal where we are certain of the railway and intermodal
future in the movement of national and international goods we have therefore also
opened a warehouse.
At the port of Ancona we manage 90% of imports of frozen fish from the Far East
and the Middle East and direct to Central and Southern Italy Italy and about 90% of
fresh fish from Albania, Turkey directed to the major distribution centers of the
Northern Italy.
As an International Shipping Company we have consolidated air and sea transports
from all the major airports and ports in the world and regular export traffic to the USA
and China. Following the historic specialization in the perishable world, we manage
shipments in 24/48 hours of perishable goods to all the main airports in the world,
being the only International Freight Forwarder able to collect goods in the Marche
avoiding the companies of our territory to have to deliver their shipments at
Fiumicino or Malpensa.
Thanks to our consolidated experience as a Maritime Agency, we are also
specialized in Project Cargo and Ship Hire.
We have obtained the AEO certification IT921004. Thanks to the certification of
AEO operator we can benefit from simplified customs procedures and facilitated
controls during the clearance of goods . In particular, with the introduction of the new
Unional Customs Code from 01/05/2016 to the figure of the AEO institution, very
important facilitations for import and export customs operations are recognized.
This certification is issued to economic operators and / or their commercial partners,
and is recognized at the Community level as well as in some third countries by virtue
bilateral agreements.

Contact & Info
Lorenzo Talevi - CEO: forwarder@csdtalevi.it
Nicola De Giorgio - Forwarding Dept: forwarder@csdtalevi.it
Sabine Mayr - Forwarding Dept: forwarder@csdtalevi.it
Luca Fonti - Accounting & Finance: contabilita@csdtalevi.it

Website: http://www.talevi.com/

